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The famous Austrian wine estates – worth to visit 
 
In Austria it is so easy now to visit the famous wine makers. In expert-guided tours wine  

connoisseurs meet the Austrian wine makers and discover the “Grüner Veltliner” at the origin. 

The wineries, which have won their place amongst the international wine league, are worth to 

be visited.  Located in beautiful landscape, easy to be reached from the capital Vienna, the tours 

and tastings allow interesting insights in the diversity of Austrian wine.  

VINTRA™-First Class Holidays offers now wine tours to internationally rewarded wine makers in 

Austria. The arrangements combine wine tastings with accommodation in luxury hotels 

downtown Vienna, gourmet experiences in excellent restaurants and enough time to discover 

the culture and flair of Vienna. More information and booking under www.vintra.at. 

 

Wine tours for Connoisseurs  

The high class travel program should bring wine connoisseurs around the world together with 

these excellent wine makers in Austria. Ingrid Kratzel, the owner of Vintra™-First Class Holidays, 

explains: “The wine tours are arranged to harmonize perfectly with the demands of international 

wine aficionados. Multilingual wine experts guide our guests to the excellent boutique wineries, 

often located in the beautiful landscapes in UNESCO World Heritages”. Tours and tastings in 

internationally rewarded wineries, often accompanied by interesting discussions with the wine 

maker himself, provide fascinating insights into the differences among the Austrian wines.  

 

 

http://www.vintra.at/
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Time for the capital Vienna 

The wine tours start from Vienna, all important wine regions could be visited in day-tours. “From 

Wachau to Burgenland we visit some of the famous wine makers, like Loimer, Wieninger, 

Donabaum and a lot more”, Ingrid explains.  For accommodation the guest can choose among 

excellent Hotels like Imperial, Bristol or Le Meridien downtown Vienna. There is also enough time 

for cultural experiences or shopping during these flexible 5-day arrangements. The tour operator 

will also arrange tickets for concerts, city tours or other cultural events. 

Private and flexible All-Inclusive Arrangements  

The Vintra™ Wine tours include accommodation in 5 Star Hotels, private and expert guided tours 

to the wine estates, lunch, dinner and all private transfers. The wine tours can be booked for 

every desired date and for a minimum of 2 persons. Vintra™ Wine tours can be arranged into all 

wine regions of Austria. The tours are operated by Welcome Touristic Vienna, a company with 35 

years experience in travel and tourism.  

 

 

Information: 
Ingrid Kratzel,  Vintra-First Class Holidays, a member of the Columbus Travel Group 
Neudorferstraße 24, 2361 Laxenburg, Austria, Europe 
Tel: +43 664 434 73 62, Fax: +43 2236 73029 
info@vintra.at, www.vintra.at 
 
Booking: 
Welcome Touristic Vienna, a member of the Columbus Travel Group 
Dr. Karl Lueger Ring 8, 1010 Vienna, Austria, Europe 
Tel: +43 1 534 11 159, Fax: +43 1 534 11 203 
 
Press release and photos online for download under www.vintra.at/engl/news 
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